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In addition to our basic research programme,
the Agricultural Economics Research Unit has , from time
to time. accepted requests from outside organisations
to carry outl on a contract basis, special investigations
of particular aspects of New Zealand agriculture.
The present report stems from such a request
from the New Zealand Vegetable and Produce Growers'
Federation (Inc.) for a survey of the costs of growing
proceflsing peas.
The results of the survey are of primary importance to growers and processors of peas..
But we felt it
would be useful to make the results of the survey available to a wider public, especially as processed horticultural
products are assuming new and growing importance in New
Zealand's export earnings and a greater general knowledge
of the processed pea industry is highly desirable in this
context.
We would like to express our gratitude to the
farmers who co-operated in the survey and helped to
make it a success.
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PROCESSING

PEAS: A
RETURNS

SURVEY

OF

GROWERS)

1967/68

INTRODUCTION
In recent years, some 12,000 acres in New Zealand has
been used for green pea production for processing.

The

greater proportion of this land is in Hawkes Bay, but commercial
crops are also grown in Nelson, Mar lboroug,h , Canterbury and
South Canterbury.

There are five main processing firms

which let advance contracts to growers, supply many essential
inputs, and usually provide harvesting services as well.
Finding markets for the resulting product, usually frozen
peas, is undertaken by these firms

0

with the devaluation of the New Zealand dollar in
November 1967, the prospect for exports of frozen peas improved
markedly and greater sales were negotiated in both Australia
and England.

During 1968, the processing firms enlarged their

operations in anticipation of greater export contracts, and
over 15,000 acres is now under crop

0

Although devaluation has made exports a worthwhile
economic proposition at present, internal costs of production
could easily increase too rapidly to maintain this situation
and to preserve an adequate return to growers of processing
peas.

with this problem in mind, the New Zealand Vegetable

and Produce Growers' Federation commissioned the Agricultural
Economics Research Unit in late 1967 to undertake a cost of
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production survey in Hawkes Bay and Canterbury for the 1967/68
growing

season~

The Federation had commissioned an earlier report from
the Department of Agricultural Economics and Farm Management
at Massey College, and this private report was available for
comparative purposesG *
as the Massey Report.

It is referred to in the text below
Owing to a difference in approach to

the measurement of indirect costs on farms the two surveys
are not exactly comparable and this should be borne in mind
in making comparisons from the results given.

SELECTION OF THE SAMPLE

In discussions with the Processing Division of the New
Zealand Vegetable and Produce Growers

i

Federation, it was

decided that 30-35 farms in each district would give a suitably representative sampleo
The actual sample was drawn from an alphabetical list
of all processing factory suppliers.

Each supplier was

given a number and then the required sample was drawn from
tables of random numbers
each district to provide

o

Ten extra farms were drawn in
repla~ements

for drop-outs.

Farmers in Canterbury were interviewed personally in
the period from December lOth to December 31st 1967, and
those in the Hawkes Bay area from January 10th to January 24th

*

"Financial Returns from Processed Peas and other Crops in
Hawkes Bayll, Report of a survey, February and March. 1962.
Manuscript in Office of the N~w Zealand Vegetable and
Produce Growers g Federation :(Inc .. ) Wellington.
I
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1968 ..

Farmers were telephoned beforehand for an appointment,

and new appointments were made until the required sample sizes
of 30 in Canterbury and 35 in Hawkes Bay were reached.

In

both districts one important area of production was overlooked
in

th~

drawing of the sample, and a further random drawing of

one farm was made in each case.

The areas affected were the

Ruataphinia area in Hawkes Bay and the Rangiora area in
Canterbury~

'I'hree replacement farms were needed in Hawkes Bay and
seven replacements were needed in

Caqterbury~

In Hawkes

Bay one farmer had since died, one did not grow peas as
contracted and one was a contractor and was too busy toanswer

questions~

'rhe final sample was 34 farms"

In Canterbury a number of farmers drawn in the original
sample refused to co-operate in the survey and others were
too busy_

Five farms were replaced for lack of co-operation
busy~

and two farmers were too

After his interview, one

further Canterbury grower did not provide full information,
and the Canterbury sample fell back to 29~
No attempt was made 'to -achieve abalanc€ of Federation
or non-Federation members, as the emphasis was placed on a-random select.ion of

a~!,

proCessing -pea g'rowers.

In addition to these factors

I

a

-certain number of

farmers in each district do not 11.aveth-eir peas harvested for
Thi'g i's ca'lJ:ed IIby--passing"
and is
,
to the simultaneous ripehing of too 'many fields for the

the processing tr'ade.

due

viners to harvest, or thefa'ctory to process.
there was one such farm in the Hawkes Bay sample, and 7 farms
in the Canterbury sampl'e'o

I'n addition four further farms in
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Bypassed crops are

canterbury were partially bypassed.

saved for seed/ and the farmer is only charged for half of
his initial seed cost by the companies concerned.
In the results that follow,

this reduction in the

cost of seed is added to the gross returns received for
Harvested seed is bought back at a

the harvested crop.

premium price in Hawkes Bay but not in Canterbury.

As

can be seen in the following comparison for the Canterbury
sample, the basic cost of growing peas to the harvest
stage remains the samH, but the level of gross returns
is much lower for bypassed crops.

Process peas

NQ,~~._gJ~

A::t~£~g:~

gr.o~,~Fe.

CostL:acre

AV,~Ee.g,~

Returns/acre

18

$55.66

$90.42

Mixed peas

4

55 .. 13

78.93

Seed peas

7

55.03

55 .. 31

It is not possible to state what the return on seed
peas would have been if they had been harvested green.
In summary, the sample area in Canterbury was 584
acres, of which 157 acres, or 27 per cent, was bypassed by
the processors in the 1967/68 season.

THE FARMS
In both districts,

a

wide range of soil types, size

of farm and type of farm were found.

p~ocessing

peas can

be small enterprises on large farms, or the only crop grown
by a contractor.
The number of farms chosen in each farm type was as
follows: -.

5
~.awkes

B§:y

.9~n..terbury"

15

5

Sheep and Cropping
(mixed farms)

9

10

Dairy and Cropping
(dairy and crop)

2

5

Intensive Cropping
(little or no stock possibly)

4

5

Cattle, Sheep and Cropping
(hill farms with fia,t)

3

1

Orchard and Cropping

2

Cropping with intensive stocking
(small farm, mai.nly cropping)

Part-time Cropping

2
29

35

Farming practices are fairly similar i.n both districts.
The normal practice in Hawkes Bay has been to graze sheep
through the winter and sell off in the

spring~

Ploughing

and cUltivation of the seed bed are then carried out fairly
quickly 'just before sowing.

In the South Island

crop fits more normally into the

croppin~

l

the pea

system and fat

lamb production.
Cultivation is commonly by grubbers in Canterbury
and by discs in Hawkes Bay.
farm~rs

After harvest the Hawkes Bay

tend to cultiva.te more immediately, either for new

grasR or a second crop like beans.
The vines are utilised to a greater extent in Hawkes
Bay although some farms have their vines removed to the
factory for

shelling~

Viries

suit~ble

for baling are invar-

iably baled and have been sold in the past for up to $1.00
per bale.

In 1967/68, the ruling price was 45 cents however.

6

Few farmers bale the vines in Canterbury and most farmers
plough them in.
Peas occupy the ground longer in Canterbury_

The

average length of the period from date of first ploughing
for peas to date of first ploughing for the following crop
is 7.14 months in Canterbury as compared with 5.68 months
in Hawkes Bay.

This difference is explained by the faster

rate of growth in Hawkes Bay and by a tendency for Canterbury
farmers to spend more time on cultivation.

The harvest

S0-ason lasts from the beginning of December to the end of
January.
Intensive cultivation in Hawkes Bay has brought with
it more weed and disease problems.

Yields per acre in

Hawkes Bay on some farms were heavily depressed by Fusarium
wilt, and some growers have had to cease production

altogether~

The processors recommend a two year spell before returning to
the same ground, but this has not always been possible.
Maize has been suggested as an alternative crop for the area,
but cUltivation costs are higher and the crop is in the
ground for very much longer.
The value of land used for peas is higher in Hawkes
Bay.

On the survey farms the average capital value was

$480 per acre in Hawkes Bay and $360 per acre in Canterbury.
More pea land is rented in Hawkes Bay than in Canterbury.
Growers will pay up to $40 per acre for one pea crop.

Some

of this Hawkes Bay land is under Maori ownership, and is only
available for renting, and the wider distribution of market
gardening in the Napier-Hastings area means that sub-division
is greater and more small parcels of land are available.

7

Yields per acre were higher in Hawkes Bay in
1967/68.

The survey farms with peas used for processing

had an average yield per farm of

1.~8

tons in Hawkes Bay

compared with 1.43 tons per acre in Canterbury.
Direct costs tend to be slightly higher in Hawkes
Bay.

Spraying costs $5.87 per acre compared with $3.43

in Canterbury"

The Hawkes Bay farmers use both

D~N.B.P.

and M.C.,P "B., while in Canterbury farmers use a little
more of

M~C.P~B~

alone.

Fertiliser costs $3.93 per acre

compared with $2.49 in Canterbury.

This is because the

average rate of application is 2 cwt compared with

l~

cwt

per acre and because 30% potassic superphosphate is used
in Hawkes Bay.

sowing rates are higher in Canterbury.

The average cost of seed is $16.49 per acre compared with
$15.88 per acre in Hawkes Bay.
rates are 4 bushels and

3~

The recommended sowing

bushels respectively.

faSTING PROCEDU;RES
All costing procedures are to some extent arbitrarYt
and the results of costing surveys must be carefully interpreted with this in mind.
In this report, similar procedures to those employed
by Massey University in 1961/62 on the previous survey were
used.

A major difference is in the use of a different set

of standard costs for tractors and implements.

A reconcil-

iation table is shown later which demonstrates how this change
of procedure affects the results·..
The following categories of costs and revenue were
collected from the growers or calculated from the information

8

provided by them:
(a) GroBS Revenue4
(b) Cash or direct costs.
1. Seed
2. Fertiliser
3" Cartage

4. Spray materials
5~

Contract charges

(c) Imputed or non-direct costs.
1 .. I,abour
2~

Tractor and machinery expenses

3" Implements

4. Land overheads
5a General expenses

6. Management opportunity-cost
Definitions:

( a ) §..£Q>~~,_.Rey~!}~.
This is the total value of the crop from factory
receipts and sale of vine hay.

Allowance was made for vine

bay in tbos€ cases where it was actually baled, whether i t
was sold thereafter or not.

Cutting and transport costs~

for vine hay are deducted from the tota·l ·sale value of
the hay ..

Where a farm was bypassed,

the proceeds from seed

production were counted a·s revenue,
of seed was added to

rev~nue

~nd

half of the cost

as well.

The Canterbury bonus of $2 per ton for all deliveries
below a

tcndcromet~r

reading bf 100 has also been added to

revenue, as well as an early planting bonus where applicable.

9

(b) Q4:£~_£tCQ.~~~,
Information on seed

l

fertiliser,

cartage, spray materialR

and contracting charges were obtained from growers and checked
with irivoices where possible ..

In the case of . cartage

1

a

charge of 8 cents per mile was allowed where cartage was done
by the grower.

Where the grower sprayed his own crop, the

cost was estimated at the standard ruling rate of contractors.
in the district.
(c)

I~Ent~.£L£Qf~t~.

Imputed costs were calculated on each farm according
to the cultivation details provided by each grower!'

.

!~~.~~Labour~

All employed labour was costed at the
wage paid.

~£!~!Ll

Where the grower did the work,

the rate of $1.25 per hour was used ..
2.

Tractor and

MachinerY~_£Q£i.e...

Thes e

COG

ts include thol:

cost of irrigation wh(;).rc
it was practised (six growers in Hawkes BaY7
Canterbury) ..
surv(:~yed

A standard list·of tractors found on the farms

was drawn up and the cost .of one hour of operation

det(~rmined

by consulting Department of Agriculture officials

Departm~nt

and the
College~

four growers ih

of Agricultural EngincSlering at Lincoln

Where information was lacking the cost per hour

was interpolated on the basis of the

H.P~

of the model concerned.

An allowance was made for the actual numbers of operating hours
each tractor would be expected to be in

U5e~

Details of

these costs are shown in an appendix to this report.
The hourly operating cost of each make of tractor
includes fuel and oil, repairs and maintenance, depreciation,

10
interest and insurance, shelter and registration.
A similar set of operating costs per hour
for all makes of implements was drawn

UPI

using information from the Queensland Department of Primary
Industries, Economic Research Branch Farm Management Handbook
and from the Department of Agricultural Engineering, Lincoln
College.

(The help o.f Mr George Lindsay is gratefully

acknowledged. )
The total operating costs of implements are expressed
as a percentage of purchase price._.. From the average length
of life of an implement., "·ahd the average number of hours of
use per year, the hourly costs of operation were calculated.
In summary, tractor and implement costs are based on
average hourly cost rates applied to each individual growerDs
cultivation plan.
In comparison with the Massey College survey, these
cost rates are more standardised and involve less assumptions
about each farmerts individual capacity to operate and maintain his plant.

The cost rates employed can also be used

directly in further surveys and should be revised from time
to time.
4.

I.land Overheads.

Land overheads consist of rates,
land tax and equivalent annual

rental value.

Rates and Land tax were obtained directly

from growers in the questionnaire.

Rental value is based

on two different sources of information:
Ao

used.

Where the land was rented, actual rent paid was

11

B.

Where the grower was an owner-occupier, the capital

value from the current government valuation was used as a
basis.

In cases where different titles were held, only the

valuation of the pea-growing block was used.

The value of

the house was deducted from the capital value at the standard
rate of $9000 per farm, where the grower lived on his own
This procedure puts owner-occupiers on the same

property.

basis as growers who rent land and leads to a slight understatement of the opportunity cost of owner-occupied land.
In all cases where government capital valuations were
used, the equivalent rental value was determined by converting
the capital value to annual equivalents at a

6~

per cent rate

of interest ..
.
1 ent renta 1 va 1 ue
( e.g. Equlva

= c.v
0065~ )

The combined value of rates, land tax and rental-value
was then expressed as an annual overhead cost

Eer_~£~~

and

finally adjusted by the length of the period the pea crop is
in the ground.
(e.g. For $1000 land overheads on 50 acres in Hawkes
Bay the annual cost of land per acre of peas
1000
= $ ---50
5.

General

5.68
x ----12.00

=

$9.46 per acrea)

Items included here are all those

E~enses_

costs which are part of the cost
of growing processing peas, but which cannot be allocated
directly to anyone crop

0

This includes charges for insurance,

electric power, telephone, accountirig fees and sundry expenses ..
A further element of general farm depreciation is also added
to general expenses to cover plant and buildings not directly
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used for processing peas or beans.
It was estimated on the basis of a sample of records
that 33 per cent of all depreciation was not directly
concerned with pea growing machinery and buildingso

It

was therefore assumed that one third of all depreciation
shown in the farm accounts should be added to general
expenses.
The total value of general expenses was then expressed
on a

P',~£_.~£;f.E2.

basis

pea crop is in the

1

and finally corrected for the period the

ground~

.§..!.. _ _ ~.e.ge~9f_Ma!!:~eme:Q.t...This is the opportunity cost of

the grower's supervision of the
crop as opposed to his direct working on the crop_

It is

intended to estimate this cost separately from all others,
as net profit is usually thought of as the return to management after all other costs have been allocated.
The Massey College survey estimated the management
reward for each crop by allocating the total estimated management reward for the farm among each of the crops according
to their contribution to gross farm income.

It was not

possible to do this in the present survey, because most of
the CnntArbury growers in the sample did not wish to reveal
their

gros~

incomes~

The alternative procedure was therefore employed of
working out management rewards in proportion to total capital
value on the assumption that better managers g'enerally
command and build up more capital
The basic reward to management was set at $1,800
for a property

worth$40,000~

For every $10,000 of capital

13
value the wages of management were increased by $200 to a
maximum of $3 000 at a capital value of $100,000.
1

e.g.

C::~:e.ital

Value

$40,000
41,000
42,000

$1,800
1,820
1,840

60/000

2,200

.•
100,000:
Below a

r~turn

of $1,800, for each fall in capital

value of $1,000, $45 was

d~ducteQ..

Thus a capital value

of $20,000 would have a return to management of $900.
This total return to management was then allocated
to the pea crop on an acreage basis.
a~~

Finally

I

the

2~f.

figure was adjusted by the time period factor for

length of time in the ground

4
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1. The 1967-68 Survey
This set of results shows yields, costs and returns on
the average farm acre.

Results per acre grown are given in

the next section.
Hawkes Bay

Canterbury

Number of growers

34

29

Average acreage

30.0

20.1

Average yield (green) per acre
pirect Costs

1.43 tons

~er acr~

$15.99
3.79
5.90

$17_02
2.48
3.42

25.68

22.92

3.69
2.80
1.48
2.28

.._ x - .

5.17
3.31
2.01
1.99

Total imputed direct cost

10.25

12.48

Total direct cost

35.93

35.40

16.94
_~~.!.,20.

15.54
4 .. 42-

19.14

20~03

$55.07

$55.43

$94.00

$81.35

38.93

25.92

$ 8.79

$ 9.36

30.14

16.56

Seed
Fertiliser
Spraying
Total direct cost
Imputed Direct Costs

E~r

acre

Labour
Tractors
Implements
Contractors

Overhead

1.48 tons

Cost~r

_

acre

Itand
General
Total overheads
Total Cost per acre
Average gross return per acre
Average net return to management
Estimated "cost

ll

of management
Net profit per acre
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It is c·lear that a rather higher area of peas per farm
is grown in Hawkes Bay compared with Canterbury;, though the
yield per acre on the area taken for processing is very nearly
the same.

Fertiliser and spraying costs are higher in

Hawkes Bay, but cUltivation costs are slightly higher in
Canterbury.

The average cost of production is the same in

both areas.
As already pointed out, gross returns are calculated
on the whole area E,lanted: to peas, and here the bypassing
in Canterbury brings the average return per acre to a level
$12065 lower than Hawkes Bay.

Net returns per acre in

Canterbury are therefore 'lower by this much.
2.

Costs and Returns per Acre Grown

In this section total returns and costs are wnrk!;;;d out
on a whole ,farm basis, added togethe.r, and then divided through
by the total acreage of crop sown.

Only total costs have been

assessed in this manner and individual items can be fairly
closely seen in the previous section.
For the 34 farms surveyed in Hawkes Bay Xincluding one
by,pass where appropriate), the following results were obtained.
Green yield of peas per acre harvested

1054 tons/acre

Gross return of peas per acre harvested

$98.65 / acre

Hay return per acre grown

$ 1 .. 83 / acre

Hay return per acre of hay

$ 3.91 / acre

Total cost per acre (without .. managemen til)

$55.19 / acre

For the 29 farms surveyed in Canterbury (including by-pass
farms where applicable), the following results were obtained:
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Green yield .of peas per acre harvested

1.49 tons/acre

/ acre

Gross return of peas per acre on farms
completely harvested

$93.52

Hay return per acre sown

/ acre
$ 2.37 / acre
$53.82 / acre
$ 0.40

Hay return per acre of hay
Total cost per acre (without Umanagernentll)

3.

Distribution of Cost per Acre - Peas 1967/68

The range of costs per farm per acre in Hawkes Bay and
Canterbury are shown next.

Costs per acre range from $37.50

per acre to $75.00 per acre in both areas.

This analysis is

based on costs after overheads have been included but before:
IImanagement costl) is included.
Cost per Acre

Hawkes Bay"

Canterbury

$35 - 39.9

2-

1

·40 - 44.9

2

1

45 - 49.9

1

5

50 - 54.9

11

6

55 - 59.9

10

8

60 - 64.9

5

5

65 - 69.9

2

1

70 - 74.9

1

2

34

29

55.37

55.43

..

Mean

$

There is clearly a fairly remarkable agreement in
costs per acre in the two districts, and. the distribution
pattern shows this •.
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4.

Costs

~£

pound weiqhL- Peas 1967/68

To express costs in-terms of actual yield per acre, it
is necessary to assume that all farms in the sample could have
reached the yield per acre that was found on the areas actually
harvested for processing.

Costs per acre are very similar in

the two areas surveyed, the main difference being the area by-_
passed by the processors.

If the bypassed crops had a lower

expected yield per acre, then the cost o£ production per pound
<if F.i?OceSBed pedHr;\voU1.d _ be higher than the following figures

for Canterbury show.
Hawkes Bay
cents/lb ..

Canterbur;[
cents/lb.

Seed

.482

..531

Fertiliser

.114

.077

Spraying

.17~

.107

.774

.715

--

Labour

.111

.161

Implements

.044

.063

Tractors

.. 084

.103

Contractors

.. O§_§.

.. 062

.309

.389

~
.

..,.,.-

Land

.511

.485

General

.066

.14Q.

.577

.625

Total cost per lb.

1.'661

1.730
~~~

Because of the slightly lower yield per acre of green
peas in Canterbury, costs per lb. tend to be slightly higher
throughout.
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5.

Comparison of Hawkes Bay Costs 1959/62 and 1967/68
To make a valid comparison with the cost survey carried

out by Massey College for the years 1959/62, the costing
methods must be as nearly comparable as possible.

This section

therefore sets out the calculations required to bring the

1967/6a survey into line with the 1959/62 survey

0

Costs of seed, fertiliser and spraying are collected
directly from growers, and any change between the two
surveys will measure the increase in quantities used (e.g.
spraying frequency and rates) and the increase in the unit
cost of purchase.
Direct costs of labour and machinery for growing
the crop are worked out by a set of rules.

These are as

follows:
1. Tractors:

(a) Fuel and Oil.

Massey used farmer estimates.

The Agricultural Economics Research Unit uses in this section
estimates from the Farm Management Department, Lincoln College,
of 35 cents/hour for diesel tractors and 45 cents/hour for
petrol tractors.
(b) ReEairs and Maintenance.

This is calculated at

75 per cent of new cost, spread over a service life of 10 years
or 10,000 hours, whichever was reached first.
(c) Depreciation.

This is expressed as new c09t per

hour of economic life as defined in (b).
(d) Interest.

Calculated as 60 per cent of original

cost to give average annual amount on which interest is
charged.

The rate of interest was taken as 6 per cent,

and the result divided by hours worked per year.
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Calculated as 1.5 per cent of original
cost as cost per year, and then expressed as cost per hour
worked.

2.

Imglement,~.:

(a) Repairs and Maintenance.

The following annual

percentage charges from the Massey report were used:
,Annual Average Cost as Percentage
of Original Cost
Plough
Cultivator
Discs
Harrows
Roller
Drill
Rotary Hoe

7.4
3.8
3.5
1.1
1.5
202
10.0 (not in Massey Report)

The annual average cost is divided by the number of
hours worked per year to obtain cost per hour.

It appears

the Massey method was to obtain information on the yearly use
of implements from the growers.

A~E",RI!U"

uses the average

use rates of the Queensland survey already referred to.
~a £1J~.in ~~

E9.onomic Life
Hours

Hours Eer Year

X~are.

Plough
Grubber
Discs
Harrows
Roller
Drill
Rotary Hoe

15
12
15
20
25
20
10

(b) Depreciation ..
life.

2000
2500
2000
2500
1500
1200
2500

133
208
133
125
60

60
150

Original cos't per 'hour of economic

20
(c) Interest.

Calculated as 60 per cent of original

cost, at 6 per cent interest, per hour per year.
(d)

Sun~i~s..

Calculated as 1 per cent of new cost

,.

as cost per yea:r, .and converted to cost per hour.
The total cost of tractors and implements is calculated
for each farm and the result expressed as the average cost
of cultivation for the whole sample of farms whether they
did their own cUltivation or employed contractors.
Labour costs are based on actual wages paid, or
growers' actual labour time costed at $1.25 per hour.

The

average of labour costs is then expressed as the average of
all growers in the sample.
Contract costs for machinery and associated labour
are enumerated separately and show the average cost of
these services over the whole sample.
The following table shows the increase in the cost
of production since 1959/62 as closely as the data available
permits.

1959/62
28 farms

Seed
Fertiliser
Sprays
Total Direct Cost per acre
Labour
- Tractors
Implements
Contractors
Total Direct Imputed Cost
Total Direct Cost per acre

$13.20
2.24
3 .. 56
19.00

1967L68
34 farms
$15.99
3.79
5.9.Q.
25 .. 68

-.---

3.72
2.84
3.84
3.50

3 .. 69
4 .. 40
1.39
2 . 28

13.90
32.90

11.76
37.44

21
J,2,~9/§,?

28 farms
8 .. 92

I,and
General
Total Overhead Cost
Total Costs per acre

1967L§.~

34 farms
16,,94
2,20

--1.~§.?.

--.-~".:.

10.54
43 .. 44

19.14
56 .. 58

--~-~-

~-

..

---

Taking into account differences in the method of
calculation, it would be fair to assume that direct cash
costs of production have increased by 35 per cent over 7

years~

that imputed direct costs have been comparatively stable and
possibly

declined~

and that total costs of production have

increased by about 30 per cent over the period,
The net return to management in the two surveys therefore works out as follows:
1~5,2L§,~,

28 farms

1-9§.7 /68
34 farms

Revenue per acre

$91.48

$94.40

Total Costs per acre

-43.44

-56.58

48.04

37 .. 82

Net Return

Over the 7 years the relative profitability of processi.ng peas appears to have declined by about $10 per acre.
A measure of net profit can also be calculated by
calculating the wages due to the grower for general supervision and management work.

In the Massey survey, this

information is only available for 17 growers, hence the gross
returns, total costs and management costs appropriate to
this 17 group alone are shown:

22
19.2.2.L§.~

17 farms

l2. 6 2L68
34 farms

Revenue per acre

$96.72

$94.40

Total costs

-46.30

-56.88

- 8.96

=.~§..:...Z9

41.46

29.03

Management Costs
Net profit

----~

..

-.----"'~ "'~

---""---

Given the difference in the method of estimating the
management IIcostU, net profit per acre still seems to have
declined by about $10 per acre over the period.
The 1959/62 survey gave an average yield of green
peas of 1.36 tons (21 growers) .

Costs of production per

pound of green peas can therefore be compared also.

1.952L62.
Number of farms

28

1967/68
34

£,~nts/lb~

Seed
Fertiliser
Spraying

Labour
Implements
Tractor
Contractors

I,and
General

Total cost per lb.

.433
.073
.117

.482
.114
.178

.623

.774

---

.122
.126
.093
.. ll~

.111
.044
.084
~Q.68

.456

.309

.293
.05~

.511
.,:..066

.346

.577

1..:.42 6

.!~6l
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APPENDIX I
TRACTOR COSTS USED ON SURVEY

B.H.Pe

Total Operating Costs per Hour
Operating Time per Year
500 hrs.
1000 hrs.
1500 hrse

$

$

Case OC4

.50

.48

.. 47

Cat

394

079

&77

D2

David Brown 850

42.5

.82

.. 68

.72

David Brown 950

4000

.80

.66

.. 71

David Brown 990

55.0

.90

.74

.72

Ferguson 24

24.0

.75

060

.58

Ferguson 35D

36 .. 0

.80

.65

.63

Ferguson 35P

35 .. 0

.85

.71

.. 69

Fordson Dexta

29.5

.77

.62

.56

Fordson Major

38.5

.83

.68

.. 66

Fordson 3000

46.0

.87

.72

.68

Fordson 4000

56.0

.92

.75

.. 72

International 414

39.8

.. 89

.73

.71

International 434

39.0

.88

.72

.70

International 606

66 •.0

1 .. 30

1.11

1.08

John Deere 3020

82.0

1.37

1018

1 .. 15

.50

.48

.. 47

Lanz
Massey Ferguson 350

42.0

.85

.. 71

.,69

Massey Ferguson

47.0

.. 92

.. 76

.,74

Massey Ferguson 135D 45.5

.90

.74

.,72

65

Massey Ferguson 165

58.3

1.21

1.82

.. 99

Nuffield

4/66

60.0

1.16

.. 97

.. 92

Nuffield 10/60

60.0

1 .. 16

.97

092

Oliver

26 ...:0

.77

:~'2

.,60

37.0

.93

.78

.. 76

OC4

Oliver 70 Crawler

24
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IMPLEMENT COSTS USED IN SURVEY

.P1oughs

15

2000

Annual Expenses
as % of New Cost
"
17.5

Discs

15

2000

13.5

Rotary Hoes

12

2500

15.5

Rollers

25

1500

8 .. 0

Drill

20

1200

10.5

Grubber

12

2500

15.5

Harrows

20

2500

10.5

Years to
Obsolescence

Source:

Hours to
wear out

Farm Management Handbook
Queensland Dept. of Primary Industries. ;
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